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Microsoft Teams

Agenda

1. Apologies for absence

2. Declarations of interest

Members are invited to submit a declaration of interest in any item on the agenda and are reminded that a declaration can be
made at any point throughout the meeting as appropriate.  

3. Minutes of Previous Meeting

Fiona Sinclair

There are circulated for approval Minutes (report LTR0321/03) of the meeting of the Learning, Teaching and Research
Committee held on 2nd December, 2020.  

 3. Minutes LTR 2.12.20.pdf (7 pages)

4. Action Sheet from Previous Meeting

There is circulated report (LTR0321/04) comprising the list of Actions arising from the last meeting of the Committee

 4. LT&RActions 2.12.20.pdf (1 pages)

5. ERI Quarterly Report

Stuart Gibb

There is circulated report (LTR0321/05) by the Director of ERI summarising the main research related matters since the
December LTR meeting, together with updates on previous items, where relevant.

The committee is invited to

1. note the ERI updates
2. review the Research Action tracker
3. note the progress outlined in the ERI pipeline overview 

 5. LTR11.3.21-ERI-REPORT .pdf (15 pages)

6. NHC UHI Schools & NHS Liaison Lead Quarterly Report

Sophie Dunnett

There is circulated report (LTR0321/06) by the NHC UHI Senior Phase & NHS Liaison Lead summarising the main actions and
outcomes of the liaison project since the December meeting of the Committee.  

The Committee is asked to note the terms of the report, and to note that going forward these quarterly reports will be standing
items on the Committee agenda. 
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 6. LTR17.3.21-NHS-School-Liason.pdf (4 pages)

7. Learning, Teaching and Quality Quarterly Report

Anne Bremner

There is circulated report (LTR0321/07) by the Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality, summarising the main Learning,
Teaching and Quality matters which have arisen since the December meeting of the Committee.  

The Committee is invited to note the terms of the report.

 7. LTR17.3.21-DirectorLTQ-QuarterlyReport.pdf (7 pages)

8. Update from Student Representative on Board

Tia Cannop

There is circulated report (LTR0321/08) by the HISA representative on the Board providing an update on activity since the last
meeting of the Committee.

The Committee is invited to note the report

 8. LTR17.3.21-HISAreport.pdf (2 pages)
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MINUTES OF THE LEARNING, TEACHING AND RESEARCH COMMITTEE MEETING
held on Wednesday 2nd December 2020 at 16:00 on Microsoft Teams

Present Mrs Heather McLean, Chair
Mrs Debbie Murray, Interim Principal 
Mr Patrick Murray
Mr John Hook
Mrs Gillian Coghill
Miss Tia Cannop
Dr Peter Hylton

 
In attendance Mrs Anne Bremner, Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality

Mrs Sophie Dunnett, Assistant Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality
Professor Gibb, Director of ERI
Mrs Fiona Sinclair, Secretary to the Board
Mr Struan Mackie, former Board Secretary (observer)

Preliminaries
The Committee Chair welcomed to their first meeting of the Learning, Teaching and Research Committee, new Board 
members, Mr John Hook, and Mrs Gillian Coghill, also Mr Andrew Brawley from HMI and Mrs Fiona Sinclair, the new 
Secretary to the Board.  The Committee Chair thanked the outgoing Secretary, Struan Mackie, for his hard work 
which had been very much appreciated.  The Chair extended the Committee’s good wishes to Mr Mackie for the 
future.  Noting the absence of Magnus Davidson from the meeting Mrs McLean congratulated Mr Davidson on the 
birth of his child. 

1 1. Apologies for absence
Apologies for absence were intimated on behalf of Mr Magnus Davidson.

2 2. Declarations of Interest
Members were invited to submit a declaration of interest in any item on the agenda. No declarations were made, 
and members were reminded that a declaration could be made at any point throughout the meeting as appropriate.    

3
3. Draft Minute of the previous meeting (09/09/20)
There had been circulated for approval minutes of the previous meeting of the Committee which had taken place 
on 9th September 2020.  These minutes were held as read and, subject to some minor amendments at Section 5 on 
page 2 in relation to the narration of the Director of Learning Teaching and Quality’s report, they were approved.  
The motion for approval was proposed by Patrick Murray and seconded by Dr Peter Hylton.  

4 4. Actions/ Matters arising from the previous meeting
some LTR0920/3 - Committee requested that a follow up on the low student survey satisfaction be made when a review 

of the survey is completed.

The Director of Learning Teaching and Quality explained that this action is still ongoing and information will be 
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circulated at or before the next meeting of the Committee.  The Committee noted the position.  The Committee 
agreed that the action be regarded as ongoing. 

5 5. Learning and Teaching Report
There had been circulated Quarterly Report (LTR122020/05) by the Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality 
summarising the main learning, teaching and quality matters which have arisen since the last Committee meeting 
on 9th September.  The Director highlighted sections of the report as follows:

(1) Student Activity Targets – The Director explained that Further Education credit targets are not being met 
although the college traditionally secures additional credits in the last quarter of the academic year through part 
time activity, though this may be curtailed this year due to Covid restrictions.  Therefore, it is still difficult to predict 
whether the College will meet this target or not.  For Higher Education there has been an increase in post graduate 
taught programmes, and currently an Early Statistical Return is being completed to estimate additional FTEs still to 
come in.  The increase in heads is not currently reflected in the FTE position so is currently being checked.  When 
these tasks are completed staff will be better placed to predict whether targets will be met or not. 

(2) Recruitment 2020/21 – The Director presented tables showing comparison figures for full time, part time and 
total numbers of students in both further and higher education over the past four years.  The Director explained 
that for Further Education, further full time numbers are expected with a cohort of Nigg students in the New Year.   
An access course in construction and engineering is not running due to covid-19 restrictions.  The college sector 
generally had reported a mixed picture for FE recruitment with many colleges seeing a down turn.  For higher 
education there was an increase in enrolment numbers which is in line with the sector generally.  In both FE and HE 
there will be additional course delivery in semester 2 with short courses being run in response to the economic 
downturn.  The UHI Forum is considering employability and is considering a free online programme possibly in IT 
digital skills and is working with schools towards recruiting students for next year.  

(3) Apprenticeship Data – there is a slight downturn in numbers of apprentices, particularly in relation to foundation 
apprenticeships in healthcare which had been only partly offset by an increase in those working with children and 
young people.  Engineering and hospitality apprenticeship recruitment have been adversely impacted by the covid-
19 situation, and healthcare apprentices are unable to carry out work for VQ assessments due to the restrictions.

At this point the Chair invited questions on the report so far. 

In reply to a request to describe the different types of apprenticeships, the Director explained that foundation 
apprenticeships are targeted at pupils leaving school, ringfenced funding from SDS is received and a bid is made for 
each cohort according to the number of places.  Most are fast tracked into just over a year but can be done over 
two years. Modern apprenticeships on the other hand are targeted at young people engaged as apprentices by 
firms.  Modern apprenticeships take around four years.  For modern apprenticeships in engineering, the students 
are almost fulltime in the college for the first year.  Business and admin apprentices are in the college for as little as 
three hours per week.  

In reply to a question about meeting the funding targets, the Director explained that the Scottish Funding Council 
provides no additional funding if targets are exceeded.  During the current year, because of the covid-19 situation, 
the Government has undertaken not to penalise the College if targets are not achieved.  While this can be regarded 
as a positive move, it should be noted that in the event that targets are not achieved over successive years, targets 
for future years can be lowered resulting in less income across the UHI region.  

In reply to a questions about apprenticeship numbers, the Director explained that before covid-19 the College was 
on a growth trajectory for apprenticeship numbers, and said that if unemployment increases colleges are likely to 
get an increase in applications for full time programmes.  The Director believed that people may come back to the 
College to re-train and said that there will be a local context in employment opportunities across the UHI area.  
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In response to a question from the Chair regarding staff capacity to run extra courses encouraged by the 
government, the Director explained that staff are already fully engaged and efforts were being made to pool 
resources across the UHI partnership to maximise capacity.  Curriculum leads in North Highland College and across 
the UHI partnership say that staff are at full capacity.   The UHI colleges had been given an extra 2000 credits in their 
joint target but no additional funding to deliver courses.  Although comments and representations on the situation 
have been made no additional funds have been forthcoming.

The Interim Principal explained that a pre-apprenticeship programme in construction had been offered in 
conjunction with local employers.  In the past, a local engineering company had paid the College a fee and employed 
four apprentices who had completed this programme.  This year the firm has changed its plans and will recruit at a 
later stage but has agreed with the College to recruit College students.   The Committee expressed the importance 
of retaining engineers locally

The Director continued going through her report as follows:
(4) Learner Surveys – the Director explained that she usually presents a benchmarking report on a Pan Highland UHI 
early student survey.  So far only the headline results are available with a detailed analysis yet to be completed.  The 
response rates have been affected by covid-19 this year.  Last year 41 per cent of students responded.  This year the 
response rate is 33 per cent.  Across the partnership the response rate is 40 per cent.  Satisfaction across HE is down, 
satisfaction is better in FE.  NHC had a positive response from students for some aspects of the survey but the figures 
must be considered against the background of the low response rate.  Individual course teams will discuss feedback 
relevant to them.  The headline result was that there was a reduction in satisfaction levels across Higher education, 
and HE was less satisfied than FE.  Students generally did not have significant issues with the new mode of delivery 
of their classes though some students preferred to use the chat facility rather than contribute verbally, and were 
reluctant to turn on their cameras during lessons.  There was a reduction in satisfaction in some areas including 
induction for learning online, awareness of HISA, and class reps.  On the positive side, however, students feel treated 
fairly by staff and are able to access the student portal.  

Andrew Brawley of HMI explained that digital connectivity is an issue in different parts of UHI.  He said that pedagogy 
is also an issue as Level 4 and 5 students find it difficult to learn online.  He said that an ICT protocol and connectivity 
are important and that the SFC had stipulated that all programmes are now to have high quality blended learning.  
He said that the encouraging satisfaction rates from the survey have generally held up. 

In reply, the Director stated that she is aware of the importance of digital connectivity, and with regard to pedagogy, 
the Director commented that staff were presented with a very difficult situation, particularly those who primarily 
teach practical programmes.  Questions have been aimed by students at Brightspace, the UHI’s online Learning 
Environment indicating that students would like more group-related activities and the increased use of breakout 
rooms.  The Director suggested that these are issues for staff development. 

In response to a question from a member about the low survey response the Director explained that information 
has also been gathered from virtual face to face meetings between class representatives and staff teams.

In response to Mr Brawley’s assertion that course programmes must now include blended learning a Committee 
member expressed concern that it is important for the College to stress to both Highland Council and the Scottish 
Government that many areas in the north are not able to connect to broadband;  she said the connectivity 
programme is not working as it should   The Director pointed out that some staff working from home have 
connectivity issues too, and said that there is inequality of access to the digital community in this area.  

Continuing with her report the Director explained that only two enquiries on the Red Button student feedback 
system during the covid-19 lockdown were directly linked to Covid 19.  The Post Graduate survey results were 
favourable with an 85 per cent satisfaction rate overall for the UHI area, and 100 per cent satisfaction for North 
Highland College although the response rate for the UHI area was only 14 per cent.  The Director pointed out that 
the high satisfaction rate was testament to the College staff and the quality of their teaching.  
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Information on College Leaver Destinations showed that a lower percentage of college students progressed directly 
into the workplace but the rate of 33.9 per cent was still one of the highest in the sector.  

(5) Performance Indicators – In relation to PIs for Course Attainment and Course Withdrawals the Director explained 
that there was a slight reduction in the number of Full Time students and a slight increase in Part Time students 
which the College is hoping to sustain in the longer term.  The reduction in withdrawal numbers from last year should 
be treated with caution as some students may not have withdrawn yet.  

In response to a question from Andrew Brawley, the Director explained that the areas where there may be deferred 
learners in the next academic session are engineering, construction, hairdressing and beauty.  However, engineering 
pupils attended College from the end of July to finish their courses, and in some cases they worked in parallel with 
new programmes.  There are concerns about next year because it will be a struggle to complete some practical 
courses this year due to social distancing constraints, and some students might not finish their courses on time due 
to IT or connectivity issues.  Curriculum leaders are being asked to highlight any difficulties.  Due to the restrictions 
school pupils were late in being admitted to the College this year though everyone was now being accommodated.  
Andrew Brawley explained that this situation is the same in other colleges.  There are no closed book assessments.  
Learning is all online.  He said that he hoped that the Board and the Director feel more comfortable hearing that the 
difficulties faced in NHC are similar to other colleges.  

(6) Coronavirus (Covid 19) Impact and Business Continuity Planning - The Director explained the hard work done by 
College staff to do their best for students across all the programmes, especially a lot of the further education 
programmes.  There were added pressures on staff and students due to connectivity issues, increased staff 
workloads and new modes of course delivery.  There is also a requirement to develop new assessments.  Teaching 
and support staff put a lot of time and effort into providing support for pupils, often on a “one to one” basis.  Across 
different subject areas some staff are managing the additional pressures while others are feeling stressed.  The SQA 
guidance provides very tight deadlines, Nat5 exams are not going ahead and there is a question as to whether higher 
exams will go ahead.  These things all make it very difficult for staff to plan.  Student engagement is variable across 
the different subject areas.  There are work placements in some subjects but the lack of work placements in care 
subjects causes difficulties.  

Some mitigations include – certain students, particularly Pathways to Employment students, are able to come into 
the College to access IT, there has been a decision that in courses where there is no break between the two 
semesters students will have a reading week at the beginning of semester two to give staff some breathing space, 
and Quality monitoring has been reduced, is more focussed and is carried out in conjunction with the Quality Team.   

The Committee Chair asked the Director to ensure that staff know that the Committee is fully aware of the staff 
commitment and the difficulties which the staff have encountered in their work since March 2020, and that the 
Committee is fully supportive of staff.   The Chair then invited Dr Peter Hylton, Staff Representative on the Board 
to address the Committee.  

Dr Hylton thanked the Committee for allowing him to speak.  He then told them that he had recently read the results 
of a study which compared online learning with “in classroom” learning and that the study had four main findings.  

1. The quality of the course is directly related to the time the instructor spends on it.  
2. In online classes the time spent by the instructor is proportionate to the number of students and there is no 

ability for the class to work in small groups.  All contact between the student and the teacher is individual.
3. The time demands for small online modules are much greater than the time demands for similar “in 

classroom” modules.  The disparity between the two is greater the more students there are in the class.  
4. For online modules teaching staff have to devote 2.5 times as much time as they do for “in class” teaching.  

That number is two to three times and sometimes as much as five times higher if new material is being 
prepared. 

North highland College staff teach for between twenty and twenty three hours per week.  The teaching time to keep 
everything going smoothly could easily be more than fifty hours per week not including ancillary duties.  The 
demands on staff are incredibly high with some staff working seven days per week or working longer than seven 
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hours per day.  Staff try to create the best student experience they can.  Staff try to help colleagues who are at risk 
of falling behind with work and as a result all staff find that they are behind schedule with work.

Dr Hylton said that staff in their current situation do not want to be told that they are appreciated.  He emphasised 
that staff require relief before the stress of their situation becomes so great that it endangers their mental and 
physical health, and their family relationships.  He said that some staff may resign.  He told of one staff member who 
he said had worked 106 hours in a month which was 40 hours more than his contract.  He stated that if that member 
of staff has a family then the College stole his family time.   Another staff member had only been walking 230 steps 
in a day, previously he’d regularly walked 5,000 daily.  He said that he receives emails from staff at eleven or twelve 
o’clock at night, and sometimes at two or three o’clock in the morning.  He said that staff are working inordinate 
amounts of hours and that they had zero capability to continue in this mode, and that the Board needs to be aware 
of this unsustainable situation.  

The Chair thanked Dr Hylton for his address, noted the very serious situation, and stated that this long term, urgent 
problem will be reported to the Board.  The Interim Principal said that she will have discussions offline about the 
situation and said that colleagues in the management team will work together on this.  She said that she would like 
to give some thought to the situation before feeding back to the Committee.  

(7) Research - The Director had nothing to add to the Research section of the Report which set out that the non-ERI 
College staff are not currently engaged in research activity although teaching staff are actively considering 
possibilities in this area.

The Committee noted the terms of the Report, points 1 to 7, the terms of Dr Hylton’s report and the additional 
points raised in the discussion.

6. NHC UHI Schools & NHS Liaison Lead Quarterly Report

There had been circulated report (LTR1220/06) by the Assistant Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality providing 
the Committee with a quarterly update summarising the main actions and outcomes from Senior Phase and Rural 
Health projects. 

Senior Phase - Mrs Dunnett highlighted areas of her report drawing attention in particular to the significant increase 
in application and enrolment numbers from the previous to the current academic year in the Senior Phase.  Mrs 
Dunnett said that most classes are now taught online and attendance for virtual learning is very high.  While there 
are some engagement issues there is a robust system of reporting when pupils are absent and issues are addressed 
directly on an individual pupil basis with each school.  

At the conclusion of the Senior Phase section of the report a question was asked by a Board member as to whether 
economies of scale were possible if for example a school was too small to offer all subjects on its curriculum.  In 
reply the Assistant Director said that rather than provide a package of options schools are notified of the possibility 
of bespoke programmes, usually offered only in vocational subjects.    The Director explained that some secondary 
schools work in a similar way to the College but with academic subjects and she explained that some coursework 
the College has developed could be offered around the UHI partnership colleges and perhaps beyond. 

In response to a question as to the comparison between the uptake in online courses compared to “in classroom” 
courses Mrs Dunnett said that the College is working on completing hybrid course  programmes which pupils and 
guidance staff can see at any time, with “live” classes which will be recorded and subsequently available used as 
tasters in a particular area.  A report on this matter will be prepared for the next meeting of this Committee.

The Committee noted the contents of the report in relation to Senior Phase.

Rural Health – The Committee noted the objectives and that there had only been one meeting with NHS Highland 
during this academic year with no further progress in any previously discussed strategic objectives.  
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The Committee agreed that the Assistant Director contact Michelle Johnstone, Area Manager North for NHS 
Highland with a view to initiating progress in Rural Health.  

7. Risk Register

The College Principal explained that the Risk Register had been consolidated into one document and that although 
progress had been made resulting in some actions being changed the progress made was not substantial enough to 
justify changing the level of risk from that shown at the last Committee meeting.  

In response to a question from the Chair as to whether the staffing issues in the ERI report will impact on the Risk 
Register the Director of ERI explained that these risks are not new and said he was content to leave the risk at Amber 
just now.  

The Committee noted the terms of the report.  

8. Quarterly ERI Update Report 

There had been circulated Report (LTR0920/08) by the Director of ERI providing the Committee with a summary of 
the main research related matters since the previous meeting of the Committee, and inviting the Committee to note 
the Research Action Tracker and the progress outlined in the ERI pipeline overview.  The Director of the ERI 
highlighted two new projects mentioned in the Update Report, and he explained two staff departures which were 
linked to ERI/NHC contractual issues currently being considered by the ERI Management Team and the Interim 
Principal.  The Interim Principal commented that ERI researcher positions don’t fit neatly into Job Evaluation 
categories nor into National Bargaining, and cautioned that unless there is a change of approach it may not be 
possible to attract good researchers to NHC.  In the Pipeline Report the Director highlighted the endeavours made 
by his team to raise project funding. 

The Committee noted the report.

9. HISA Verbal Update

Miss Cannop reported that as lockdown had been a stressful time for students she had made efforts to introduce 
drop in sessions and hoped to start a football club to alleviate feelings of isolation.  Recently, she has been sending 
emails to students asking them to complete an online survey.  HISA intend to send a Christmas gift box to students 
who will remain in student accommodation over the Christmas holidays. Overall, Miss Cannop considered that 
student engagement is going well just now.  The online training for class representatives had been well attended 
While students generally have indicated that they would rather learn in College than online those who attended the 
online conference had indicated that they were comfortable learning online and receive good support from 
lecturers.  

The Committee noted Miss Cannop’s report and commended her on her enthusiasm.
8

10. Closing remarks from HMI

The Chair invited Mr Brawley to comment at the end of the meeting.  Mr Brawley said that this is a fascinating time 
to be involved in education with the tectonic plates shifting.  He predicted that many of the changes introduced due 
to the pandemic will continue afterwards, particularly online lessons.  After online lessons have been created, they 
can be re-used and a bank of material will accumulate.  He hoped that there would be more collaboration across 
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the UHI colleges in future and said that he was optimistic for the future of NHC with the improvements in its choice 
of subjects, pedagogy and technology. 

The Chair thanked all present for attending and there being no other business closed the meeting at 6.40 pm.

Information recorded in College minutes are subject to release under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 
(FOI(S)A).  Certain exemptions apply: financial information relating to procurement items still under tender, legal 
advice from College lawyers, items related to national security.  

Notes taken to help record minutes are also subject to Freedom of Information requests, and should be destroyed as 
soon as minutes are approved.

Status of Minutes Open  Closed  

An open item is one over which there would be no issues for the College in releasing the information to the public in 
response to a freedom of information request.  

A closed item is one that contains information that could be withheld from release to the public because an exemption 
under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 applies.  

The College may also be asked for information contained in minutes about living individuals, under the terms of the 
Data Protection Act 1988.  It is important that fact, rather than opinion, is recorded.  

Do the minutes contain items which may be contentious under the terms of the Data Protection Act 1988?
Yes  No  

Signed by the Chair _______________________________________

Date ___________________________________________________
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LEARNING, TEACHING & RESEARCH COMMITTEE – 2 DECEMBER, 2020

Action Description Responsible 
Person

LTR0920/3 Low Student Survey Satisfaction - The Committee requested that 
a follow up on the low student survey satisfaction be made when a 
review of the survey is completed.
The Director of Learning Teaching and Quality explained that this 
action is still ongoing and information will be circulated at or 
before the next meeting of the Committee.  The Committee noted 
the position.  The Committee agreed that the action be regarded 
as ongoing. 

Director of 
Learning, 
Teaching & 
Quality

LTR1220/05 Learning and Teaching Report - The Director to ensure that staff 
know that the Committee is fully aware of the staff commitment 
and the difficulties which the staff have encountered in their work 
since March 2020, and that the Committee is fully supportive of 
staff

Report to Committee by Staff Representative – the Committee 
noted the very serious situation, and stated that this long term, 
urgent problem will be reported to the Board.  The Interim 
Principal said that she will have discussions offline about the 
situation and said that colleagues in the management team will 
work together on this.  She said that she would like to give some 
thought to the situation before feeding back to the Committee.  

Director of 
Learning, 
Teaching & 
Quality

Interim 
Principal

LTR1220/06 Rural Health – The Committee agreed that the Assistant Director 
contact Michelle Johnstone, Area Manager North for NHS Highland 
with a view to initiating progress in Rural Health

Assistant 
Director
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Board of Management 

Title: 

 

ERI Quarterly Report 

Meeting and date: 

 

Learning, Teaching and Research Committee  

March 2021 

Author: 

 

Prof. Stuart Gibb, Director of ERI 

Link to Strategic Plan: 

 

Yes      

ERI Strategic plan  

+ 

North Highland College, Strategic Plan 2018-20 

Aim 3:  

Our Research will be sustainable, widely recognised and will focus on 

meeting the key targets of the University of the Highlands & Islands. 

Objective: to extend our environmental projects and activities as our 

primary contribution to the UHI research portfolio. We are committed 

to excellence in our Research, in the context of the UHI commitment 

to “Focussed Research”. We will further contribute to the University’s 

strategy to concentrate on enhancing its reputation for high quality 

and impactful research in specific areas of expertise (including those 

with a local economic impact). 

 

Resource implications: No – other than those already in place  

Risk assessment: Yes: 

North Highland College Risk Register  2020/2021 

Risk Area 3 : Research. Relevant elements of risk  

3.3 Failure to increase the COMMERCIALISATION of our research and 

knowledge transfer activities. 

3.5 Failure to operate in a FINACIALLY SUSTAINABLE manner pre and 

post BREXIT 

3.6 Failure to maintain research, teaching, and commercial income 

levels at pre-COVID levels 
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Equality and Diversity 

Issues: 

None identified 

Status – Confidential / Non 

-Confidential 

Non-confidential 

Freedom of Information 

Can this paper be included 

in “open” business 

Yes  

If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason. 

Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice a programme of research 

(S27) 
☐ 

Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice the effective conduct of public 

affairs (S30) 
☐ 

Its disclosure would substantially 

prejudice the commercial interests of 

any person or organisation (S33) 
☐ 

Its disclosure would constitute a breach 

of confidence actionable in court (S36) ☐ 

Its disclosure would constitute a breach 

of the Data Protection Act (S38) 
☐ 

Other (Please give further details) 

 

 

☐ 

For how long must the paper be withheld? 

(Express as either the time which needs to pass 

or a condition which needs to be met.) 

 

 

Purpose of report 

This report is provided by the ERI as a standing item to LTR committee, to summarise the main 

research related matters since the previous LTR meeting, together with any updates on previous 

items, where relevant. 

 

Recommendation(s) 

The committee are asked to  

1. note the ERI updates 

2. review the Research Action tracker  

3. note the progress outlined in the ERI pipeline overview (circulated to F+GP) 
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Report to the Learning, Teaching & Research Committee: 03/21 

1. ERI Updates  
Committee is asked to consider the following high-level updates from the ERI together with the latest edition 

of the quarterly newsletter (ERI Elements). 

 

UPDATE ONE 
New projects.  

In this reporting period, the ERI is has participated in a number of collaborative proposals that have secured 

funding including: 

• The One Health Breakthrough Partnership project (OHBP), funded by Scottish Government  

• Sustainable Aviation Test Environment (SATE) project - funded by UK Research and Innovation 

(UKRI): e.g. https://www.insider.co.uk/news/orkney-set-become-sustainable-aviation-23346483 

• Change-Scapes - funded through UHI Covid Recovery challenge fund 

• Validating Surface Currents at ORE Sites (V-SCORES)  - EPSRC Supergen Offshore Renewable Energy 

(ORE) Hub: https://eri.ac.uk/researchers-trial-assessing-renewable-energy-sites-with-drones/ 

Further information is provided in the latest edition of ERI ‘Elements’ and in the ‘pipeline’ report below. 

Committee are asked to note the highly interdisciplinary nature of these projects and the range of partners 

and funding bodies involved in these initiatives. 

 

UPDATE TWO 
Impacts of Covid on PhD progression 

The latest edition of the ERI newsletter (see below) indicates recent PhD successes for HUHI registered 

students that have studied at the NHC-ERI. These students were at relatively advanced stages in their 

programmes of research when Covid restrictions began to have an impact. However, the impacts on PhD 

programmes on those students at an earlier stage of their programmes are more significant. 

The risks are captured in the 2020 NHC Covid-19 risk-register as follows. 

Specific Risk 1. (essentially an extension to the ongoing financial risk): Failure to maintain research, teaching 

and commercial incomes at levels that support current ERI activity, including PhDs 

Mitigation/adaptation 

• Contribute to UHI-wide research Risk-Assessment process with VP Research and Impact 

• Contact funding bodies to ensure common understanding of any expected changes in delivery, 

timescales or payment schedules as a result of COVID -19, allowing ERI to align resources accordingly 

(with NHC Finance and UHI Grants and Contracts) 

• Ensure all invoices and project claims are processed and submitted to funding bodies (including 

INTERREG projects) on time/ to budget 
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• Where possible, adapt research, project and teaching activity to on- line/ virtual delivery to maintain 

output, allowing planned income to be drawn according to payment schedules (with Partners) 

• Enhanced promotion online teaching/ courses to ensure current level of teaching income is secured 

(with NHC and UHI Marketing Teams) 

• Support commercial client needs as far as possible through regular contact, and by realigning staff 

resource to address backlog of analyses/ restore predicted income level when labs reopen (with 

Commercial Clients) 

• Review planned external costs, defer or reduce appropriately where doing so would have positive 

impact on overall budget 

 

Specific Risk 2: Failure to progress or complete PhD programmes  

Mitigation/adaptation 

• Adaptation of supervisory arrangements and periods of registration (project / student specific; with 

external Supervisors and funders) 

• Where possible, adaptation or refocussing of programmes of research (project / student specific; 

with external Supervisors and funders) 

• Clear documentation of impacts in Progress reports (with RDC and GradSchool) 

• Fieldwork contingency planning (e.g. flexibility in schedules, analysis of existing datasets, re-ordering 

project where possible or potentially re-focusing project). 

• Engagement with UHI GradSchool on mitigation strategies 

• Enhanced online activity e.g. conferences via online platforms, online training etc). 

 

Specific Risk 3. Ability to undertake lab and field work (including subsequent risks to research outputs and 

REF; PhD progression and income generation) 

Mitigation/adaptation 

• Where possible, re-schedule or re-profile activity (with Funders, Collaborators, Partners)  

• Monitor and record impacts, and explore adaptation (with UHI, Funders and reported to funder via 

UHI, options for extensions are explored 

• Where possible, redeploy staff (e.g. data entry, written work) & encourage upskilling (online 

learning) 

• Encourage staff to take up unused leave now to be able to resume field/lab activities when possible  

• Where activity is reliant on appointment or recruitment, seek postponement or extensions as 

appropriate  

• Mitigation / adaptation to minimise financial risks - see Specific Risk 1.  

• Mitigation / adaption to PhD activity, supervisory and training arrangements – see Specific Risk 2. 
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Mitigation and adaptation are ongoing and are responsive to Scottish Government advice adopted by the 

UHI and NHC. However, the Covid pandemic is having extended impacts on our PhD students, and their 

ability to undertake and complete their programmes of research (particularly those with significant lab or 

field work components). 

Given the range of organisations that fund our PhDs a financial review is being undertaken. This allow a 

better understanding of ‘financial ‘exposure’ and ‘risks’ to secured that will better enable us to best support 

our PhD students and ensure impacts on completions are minimised.  

This has been added to the action tracker. 

 

UPDATE THREE 
Staff and student mobility  

The ERI, NHC and University Partnership have been active participants in Erasmus (European Region Action 

Scheme for the Mobility of University Students). EU funding to support our students and staff in gaining 

international experience, either by studying part of their degree abroad (Erasmus+ study), or undertaking a 

placement (Erasmus+ Placement traineeship) has grown in recent years. However, this is now compromised 

by Brexit. The UK Governments Turing Scheme will provide only partial replacement, and the Scottish 

Government is considering additional mechanisms of support. 

It may also be noted that the UHI has secured approval to participate in the University of the Arctic (UArctic) 

North2North programme. This promotes student mobility between UArtic partners in Denmark, Greenland, 

the Faroe Islands, Canada, the United States, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Russia and now the UK 

through the university partnership. This is anticipated to be of growing importance post-Brexit and the 

Scottish Government’s positions re Nordic and Arctic nations and territories. 

Clarity on optimising remaining Erasmus opportunities in combination with those emerging from the Turing 

Scheme must be developed across the University. This will allow ERI and NHC to understand and respond to 

opportunities that can have a positive impact on staff and student’s mobility (both inward and outward) and 

on the ERIs international collaborations. 

This has been added to the action tracker. 
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UPDATE THREE 
ERI Newsletter 

 

ERI Newsletter link, https://eri.ac.uk/category/eri-newsletters/ 

 

Front cover of latest edition: 
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2. Action tracker  
Committee is asked to note the progress made against the following actions, as discussed previously at the 

Learning, Teaching and Research Committee 

 

Action Responsibility Rating Progress 

ERI strategy Director, ERI   

 

Progress - Strategy updated and shared with LT+R 

Committee 

Action - ERI strategy updated 

- and aligned / embedded with NHC and UHI 

strategies 

- within contexts of : 

-  Covid-19 pandemic: The impacts of the 

international pandemic are extensive and far 

reaching. As we plan for a ‘post-Covid world’ we 

have the opportunity to consider how we can play 

a positive role in forming the ‘new normal’. 

 

- Brexit: The UK’s exit from the EU will have broad 

impacts on its society, economy, governance, 

policy and international relations. These will shape 

the operational environment and funding 

landscape of education and research 

- Global climate emergency: Our work is framed by 

the most significant challenge of our time, namely 

preventing, and mitigating the impacts of 

anthropogenically driven climate change 

Next update to LT+R committee due April / May 2021 

Update March 2021: 

NHC and UHI strategy development is still ongoing and 

may lead either to a delay, or and interim strategy 

being produced 

Enterprise 

strategy 

ERI Operations 

lead (Barbara 

Bremner) 

Director ERI,  

 Progress -The ERI seeks to ‘develop and maintain a 

portfolio of commercial and consultancy services that 

are relevant and responsive to the need of both private 

and public organisations in key economic sectors in the 

region’. Enterprise activity is embedded within the 

research priorities above 

Action - Re-appraise ERI enterprise strategy 

(commercial, consultancy etc) + feed into wider ERI 
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strategy 

Next update to LT+R committee due April / May 2021 

Research 

Excellence 

Framework 

(REF) 

ERI REF lead (Dr 

Mark Taggart) 

Director, ERI 

 

 Progress – UHI set a target of growing overall REF 

submission between REF 2014 and REF 2021 by 25 %. 

ERI set an embedded target of 50 % growth over the 

same period within the UHI submission in the Unit of 

Assessment on Earth Systems and Environmental 

sciences 

REF 2021 process is ongoing, but nearing completion: -  

 REF 2014 – 

~110 papers from ERI;  

 7 staff (6.2FTE) 

No Impact Case Studies. 

REF 2021 (provisional)  

 – >200 papers from ERI;  

11 staff (9.8FTE) 

One Impact Case Study 

Teaching 

activity 

ERI –Learning and 

Teaching Lead (Dr 

Kenneth Boyd) 

 Progress - Our Learning and Teaching objectives 

include: 

-To increase the number of staff actively involved in 

development and delivery of curriculum and to support 

them in this enterprise 

- To increase the number of students recruited 

(regionally, nationally, and internationally) and 

improve retention and progression rates 

- To enhance or develop distinctive new curriculum and 

in doing so meet the needs of our prospective students 

and their current, or prospective, employers  

- To maintain the income generated from teaching, 

both in absolute terms and as a proportion of the total 

ERI budget 

An overview of ERI teaching activity is provided in 

Appendix 1. 

Research staff engagement in teaching has grown 

significantly in recent years – see appendix 1 for 

current profile of module leaders and tutors). 

However, it may be noted that this has created issues 

in relation to contractual equity with teaching staff 

(see update 2). 

There is aspiration to grow student numbers, 
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curriculum and income arising. However, as this is 

dependent on many factors, including those in the UHI 

and external environments which are outside ERI 

control. 

Action - Targets are therefore to: 

- maintain numbers on existing programmes for 2021-

22 

- review and refresh provision in MSc Developing Low 

Carbon Communities and MSc Sustainable Energy 

Solutions for 21-22 intake 

PhD 

progressions 

and 

completions 

ERI Operations 

lead (Barbara 

Bremner), with 

NHC 

representative on 

Research Degrees 

Committee and 

ERI Postgraduate 

Co-ordinator 

 Action (from March 2021) 

Assessment of financial ‘exposure’ and ‘risks’ 

associated with Covid impacts on PhD progression that 

will better enable us to ensure our PhD students are 

completions are not compromised. 

Completion: March 2021 

Next update to LT+R committee due April / May 2021 

Staff and 

student 

mobility 

Director, ERI  Action: 

Secure clarity on Erasmus and  Turing Scheme 

opportunities across the University. 

 to  allow ERI and NHC to understand and respond to 

opportunities that can have a positive impact on staff 

and students mobility (both inward and outward) and 

on the ERIs international collaborations. 

Completion: March 2021 

Next update to LT+R committee due April / May 2021 
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3. ERI ‘pipeline’ 

 

 

Title: 

 

ERI ‘pipeline’ 

Meeting and date: 

 

F&GP Sub Committee, 03/03/21 

Author: 

 

Barbara Bremner / Stuart Gibb, 22/02/21 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Subject:  The Environmental Research Institute (ERI) - proposal ‘pipeline’  

Purpose:                    For information 

 

1. Background  

A summary of the applications contributing to the ERI ‘pipeline’ is provided in the table 

below. Please note: 

• New proposals submitted i.e. those submitted within this reporting period are presented 
in lines 302 onwards 

• The status of pending proposals is ‘dynamic’, but the table reflected the position as of 

22/02/21. 

• Proposals under negotiation, or subject to resubmission, may be subject to changes in 

value 

• Proposals submitted of value less than £5k are not included 

• Intervention rates vary per project, as does the monthly euro conversion rate used by 

EU Projects   

 

2. Updates  

• The One Health Breakthrough Partnership project (OHBP), funded by Scottish 

Government has now formalised its steering group and appointed a coordinator. This 

project brings together representatives from ERI, NHS Highland, Scottish Water and 
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SEPA with the aim of establishing a framework for, and operation of, a ‘pharmaceuticals 

in the environment’ programme.  

• ERI and ETEC, together with Perth College-UHI are part of a £3.7 million project which 

aims to develop a sustainable aviation programme for short flight travel between remote 

communities. Funded by UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) through Industrial Strategy 

Challenge Fund, the Sustainable Aviation Test Environment (SATE) project will create 

the UK’s first low-carbon aviation test centre at HIAL’s Kirkwall Airport.  

• Working with other UHI partners, through the Change-Scapes project ERI will work with 

a local organisation in Caithness to investigate the impact of covid on local communities. 

This community-based research will feed into future strategies for responding to 

pandemics.  

• Funded by EPSRC Supergen Offshore Renewable Energy (ORE) Hub, the Validating 

Surface Currents at ORE Sites (V-SCORES) project bring together the ERI, Bangor 

University and Swansea University and industry partners to undertake comprehensive 

validation of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) techniques for surface current spatial 

mapping. Field campaigns will be conducted at contrasting tidal sites (Pentland Firth, 

Scotland & Ramsey Sound, Wales) under different environmental conditions. 

 

In the meantime, the ERI continues to explore relevant funding opportunities, including those 

in partnership with external universities, research institutions, businesses and stakeholders. 

For example:  

• The ERI is a partner in one new proposal for peatland habitat restoration, submitted 

to the EU’s Horizon 2020 Programme. 

• ERI has been invited to collaborate with Norwegian partners on one resubmission 

(AviSite project) and two new research proposals to Norwegian Research Council. If 

successful, these proposals would facilitate new partnerships.     

• Several proposals have been submitted to funding calls to enable development of 

research into Biochar production from wood waste, and subsequent investigation of 

its potential use in pollutant, or nutrient, removal.   

 

3. Looking forward 

Although the funding from Leverhulme Trust, NERC, H2020 and other projects provides 

some security, COVID-19 continues to have an impact. Whilst we await the outcome of 

applications submitted earlier this year (see table below), teaching income, small projects 

and commercial funding continue to support our financial position.  
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EOI 

Number proposal/theme 

Overall Project 

value

ERI component %  likelihood 

of success

Duration 

(months)

Funder % FY 

20_21

% FY 21-

22

Status 

264 remote sensing plastics_REE 150,000 120,000 25 18 European Space Agency 75 25 secured

265 Japan collaboration_REE 14,000 7,000 10 6 Japan Society 25 75 secured

266 Peatland Restoration_CWC 2,000,000 350,000 NERC highlights unsuccessful

267 PhD fate of particles_resubmitted_REE 200,000 200,000 20 48 NDA research 0 20 secured start sept 21

268 Cumulative effects framework _REE 70,000 5,000 25 12 Marine Scotland Science 90 10 secured

269 Robinson Island Energy_EES 7,000,000 320,000 5 48 H2020 25 25 secured

270 Mothership peatlands_CWC 3,000,000 103,000 10 60 NERC large grant 0 20 awaiting outcome

271 Safe Game Meat_ECEH 500,000 10,000 25 48 COST-EU 0 25 awaiting outcome

272 Helmsdale Climate Action_EES 200,000 30,000 National lottery unsuccessful

273 Life Cycle_Whisky bioproduct_EES 33,000 14,500 30 6 IBioC 100 secured

274 Collision model_offshore wind_REE 200,000 10,000 Dutch ministry unsuccessful

275 RE_PEAT sustainable peat_CWC 5,000,000 5,000 Norway research unsuccessful

276 EBNEt algae/pharma_ECEH 50,000 18,000 Environmental BioTech unsuccessful

277 V-Scores surface currents_REE 125,000 50,000 25 12 SUPERGEN (UKRI) 50 50 secured

278 ACCESS_cost reduction_REE 125,000 50,000 SUPERGEN (UKRI) unsuccessful

279 sustainable aviation_EES 261,000 66,000 10 18 Innovate-UK 50 50 secured

280 One Health partnership_ECEH 82,000 54,000 25 24 SG HydroNation 50 50 secured

281 GRFC vultures phs 4_ECEH 30,000 19426 25 12 SFC 100 secured

282 KE Energy Chair_REE 18,000 18,000 50 12 UHI 100 secured

283 PhD Debris and seabirds_REE 105,000 90,000 SUPER DTP unsuccessful

284 FlexImpact (biofuels)_EES 4,800,000 400,000 H2020 unsuccessful

285 AviSite_Norway_REE 500,000 20,000 Norway Research Council unsuccessful

286 Vienga Offgrid Energy_REE 945,000 150,000 15 24 Innovate UK 0 50 awaiting outcome

287 PhD Peatland Water Management_CWC 120,000 120,000 10 48 SG HydroNation 0 25 secured

288 Citizen Science_WildPorts_REE 350,000 20,000 UKRI unsuccessful

289 PhD Black Guillemot behaviour_REE 105,000 90,000 SUPER DTP unsuccessful

291 BRICK community energy_EES 1,900,000 180,000 H2020 unsuccessful

292 EUREKA fuel poverty_EES 185,000 175,000 H2020 unsuccessful

294 SHOT SWITCH_ECEH 100,000 15,000 50 60 Industry Consortium 20 20 secured

295 Change Scapes_Covid_EES 110,000 19,000 25 9 UHI COVID 100 secured

296 C Neutral Society Finland_REE 1,500,000 5,000 25 36 Academy of Finland 0 33 awaiting outcome

297 Wave Energy_SIF_REE 103,000 30,000 Innovate UK unsuccessful

298 BTO Collision Risk_REE 118,000 7,700 25 12 Marine Scotland Science 50 50 secured

299 Carbon cycling_Murkrino_CWC 16,500 16,500 25 6 InterACT 100 secured

301 Biochar and Brash_ECEH 31,000 19,900 25 12 Royal Society 100 awaiting outcome

302 Peatland habitat restoration_CWC 3,000,000 80,000 5 48 H2020 0 25 awaiting outcome

303 Biochar production_ECEH 25,000 10,000 25 6 company 100 secured

304 AviSite resubmit_Norway_REE 400,000 17,000 5 48 Norwegian Research Council 0 25 awaiting outcome

305 Marine spatial planning_REE 3,500,000 40,000 5 48 Norwegian Research Council 0 25 awaiting outcome

306 Shift Plastic_ECEH 1,500,000 21,000 5 36 Norwegian Research Council 0 25 awaiting outcome

ECEH-Environmental Contamination and Ecological Health; CWC -Carbon Water & Climate; REE-Renewable Energy & Environment; EES -Environment Economy & Society

NB*  Intervention rates vary e.g. NPA 65% to NERC 80% . The budget shown is the total for the project

NB**gaps in sequence indicate where proposal is subject to further discussion/delay  (COVID, BREXIT)

applications since March 2020

applications since May 2020

applications since August 2020

applications since November 2020
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Appendix 1: 

 

Programme Leaderships 

# Programme Programme Leader 

1 MSc Developing Low Carbon Communities Desislava Todorova 

2 MSc Sustainable Energy Solutions Philippe Gleizon 

3 BSc (HONS) Environmental Science Kenneth Boyd 

 

Students on Programmes 

Programme 2018 - 2019 2019-2020 2020 - 2021 

 Scottish/EU RUK INT Total Scottish/EU RUK INT Total Scottish/EU RUK INT Total 

DLCC 4 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 6 4 1 11 

SES 16 3 3 22 17 3 3 23 14 6 2 22 

Env. Sci. 4 1 0 5 5 1  6 7 1 0 8 

Bioscience 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 

Sustainable 

Dev 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Totals 28 4 3 35 30 4 3 37 29 11 3 43 

 

Modules 

 Module Module 

Leader 

Module 

Tutors 

ERI 

Split 

Number of Students on 

Module 

     2018-

2019 

2019-

2020 

2020-

2021 

1 Applications of 

Analytical 

Chemistry 

Kenny 

Boyd 

Kenny 

Boyd 

100 21 13 22 

2 Chemistry for 

Bioscience 

Kenny 

Boyd 

Kenny 

Boyd 

100 8 16 11 

3 Advanced 

Science Lab 

Skills 

Kenny 

Boyd 

Kenny 

Boyd 

100 8 13 12 

4 Industrial 

Chemical 

Kenny Kenny 100 12 9 12 
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Applications Boyd Boyd 

5 Principles of 

Instrumentation 

Kenny 

Boyd 

Kenny 

Boyd 

Mark 

Taggart 

Roxane 

Andersen 

100 15 9 10 

6 Recent 

Advances in 

Bioscience 

Kenny 

Boyd 

Kenny 

Boyd 

Szabolcs 

Pap 

100 15 9 10 

7 Sustainable 

Energy and 

Waste 

Minimisation 

Philippe 

Gleizon 

Philippe 

Gleizon 

100 7 9 11 

8 Environmental 

Conservation 

 Neil James 30 21 15 15 

9 Conservation of 

Biodiversity 

Roxane 

Andersen 

Roxane 

Andersen 

100 12 10 5 

10 Earth and Soil 

Processes 

Paul 

Gaffney 

Various 100 11 8 12 

11 Geography 

Dissertation 

Magnus 

Davidson 

Paul 

Gaffney 

Magnus 

Davidson 

100 12 11 9 

12 Community 

Energy 

Desislava 

Todorova 

Desislava 

Todorova 

Magnus 

Davidson 

100 11 3 1 

13 Energy Climate 

and Carbon 

Magnus 

Davidson 

Magnus 

Davidson 

100 13 12 9 

14 Transition to a 

Low Carbon 

Society 

Desislava 

Todorova 

Desislava 

Todorova 

Magnus 

Davidson 

100 15 16 12 

15 Renewable 

Energy 

Desislava 

Todorova 

Desislava 

Todorova 

100 13 12 9 
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Technologies 

16 Tidal Wave and 

Future Energy 

Philippe 

Gleizon 

Philippe 

Gleizon 

100 6 10 11 

17 Energy 

Modelling for 

Buildings 

Esmond 

Tressider 

Esmond 

Tressider 

100 3 9 3 

18 Developing a 

Community 

Energy Project 

Desislava 

Todorova 

Desislava 

Todorova 

100 2 2 5 

19 Climate and 

Resource 

Modelling 

Philippe 

Gleizon 

Philippe 

Gleizon 

100    

20 Field Course Pete 

Gilbert 

Various 100    

21 Advanced 

Environmental 

Monitoring 

Pete 

Gilbert 

Various 100    

Total     205 197 179 

 

Modules 19 – 21 will be delivered from academic year 2020-2021 
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Recommendation(s) 

  

The committee are asked to note the report.  This report moving forward will form a quarterly 
update for the Board.  
 

Purpose of report 

 
This report is provided by the NHC UHI Senior Phase & NHS Liaison Lead, as a standing item to 
LTR committee, to summarise the main actions and outcomes.  Moving forward this will also 
act as an update on previous reports, where relevant. 
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Report to the Learning, Teaching & Research Committee on 17 March 2021 
 

Senior Phase 
 
Application / Enrolment data:  
 

School Applications 
2019/20 

Applications 
2020/21 * 

Enrolments 
2020/21 

Home Educated 3 15 17 

Thurso HS 136 142 173 

Wick HS 82 93 60 

Farr HS 12 16 11 

Golspie HS 57 58 41 

Dornoch Academy 54 36 30 

Tain RA 67 39 37 

Invergordon Academy 67 60 53 

Alness Academy 25 50 40 

Fortrose Academy 9 15 12 

Dingwall Academy 11 29 15  

Kinlochbervie HS 2 3 3 

Culloden Academy 3 0 1 

Charlestown Academy 0 4 2 

Grantown Grammar 0 8 8 

Kilchuimen Academy 0 1 1 

Nairn Academy 0 18 13 

Ullapool HS 0 2 1 

Oban HS 0 1 1 

Outstanding enrolments - - 91 

Total 528 586 610 
(421 in 2019/20) 

 
*Some applications are not captured in these figures due to the lateness of their application / transfer 
from another AP 
 

Additional to the figures above are: 

Thurso HS Hospitality – 60 pupils 

Wick HS Business N4/5/H – 32 pupils 

Tain S3 Experience - 87 pupils 

 
FE Credits: 

Academic Year Credits * Pupils ** 

2018/19 1539.225 489 

2019/20 2096.575 581 

2020/21 2265.175 651 

 
*Credit figures do not include any induction/taster events.  These activities did not take place in 
2020/21 and therefore I have removed all non-direct teaching so that figures can be compared.  
**The pupil figures do not tie into the enrolment figures and due to current situation, work to drill 
down into the data has not been able to take place. 
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UHI – update on 2020-21 strategic themes: 
1. Review of tracking reports provided to schools; bring the two other APs in line with the 

current tracking used by NHC – this is being led by Highland Council and to date has not 
started.  We have, in the meantime, continued to use our current tracking system which is 
well received by all schools.  No further action by HC since December 2020 report 

2. Website; continue to work towards a common branding across all three AP websites – a cross-
college meeting has agreed project aims and deadlines for website redesign.  Completed 
including the launch of the HSP (Highland Senior Phase) website 

3.  Single resource list for all courses across UHI; Completed 
4. Continue to grow our HE offerings; two additional modules to be added to the offering for 

2021-22; Sport and Creative Writing 
5. Developing a robust procedure across the UHI Academic Partners for dealing with virtual 

applications and delivery; meeting this week to agree delivery AP for 2021-22.  Interim 
completion, awaiting potential revision of funding model across the partnership which may 
impact on current agreements 

 
HSP website: 
This is a new collaborative development between NHC / IC / WHC and has been developed to provide 
a 24/7 resources for schools, staff, pupils and parents to explore the various curriculum areas and 
support mechanisms available to pupils.  The website holds a wealth of video resources from UHI staff 
and current pupils exploring delivery and discussing experiences of studying at College. The website is 
live and will be updated on an ongoing basis.    
 
Events 
A number of events have taken place virtually since December 2020: 

1. HSP launch events – 2 evening sessions exploring why Senior Phase generally and FAs 
specifically 

2. Home Educated events – 2 events to discuss educational opportunities at NHC UHI for our 
home educated young people 

3. Guidance sessions – a number of schools have accessed the opportunity for a bespoke session 
delivered to their Guidance teams on all aspects of Senior Phase delivery 

4. Senior Phase Q&A sessions – these have been popular with schools in offering a platform for 
pupils to come and ask any questions they have around Senior Phase offerings.  Where 
schools are serviced by more than one Academic Partner, these sessions have been jointly 
staffed by the Colleges.  

 
Rural Health 
 
Following a very helpful meeting with Heather McLean, I am in the process of pulling together a 
summary of activity to date which will be sent to NHS Highland C&S Senior Managers in the hope of 
re-initiating discussions.  Unfortunately, due to the current limited access to files, I am unable to share 
the draft version of this document which I had hoped to do. The final version will be shared with 
Heather once completed.  
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Recommendation(s) 

  

The committee are asked to note the report.  There are no other proposals contained in this 
report which is for information and discussion.  
 

Purpose of report 

 
This report is provided by the Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality, as a standing item to 
LTR committee, to summarise the main L&T and quality matters since the previous LTR 
meeting, together with any updates on previous items, where relevant. 
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Report to the Learning, Teaching & Research Committee on 17th March 2021 

 
Director of Learning, Teaching and Quality Report 

 
 
1. Student Activity Targets v Actual – current position 2020/21 
 

  Target Actual 
  

Variance 
 

FE 
(Credits) 

 12558 
 

10822 -1736 

HE 
(FTEs) 

UG 371 379.9 +8.9 

 PGT  19.1 19.7 +0.6 

 PGDE 4 4 0 

 
Key:- 
UG – undergraduate (Scottish and EU) 
PGT – Post Graduate taught (all categories of student home location) 
PGDE - Professional Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary and Secondary education) 
FTE – Full time equivalent (15 credits for HN, 120 credits for degree) 
 
FE 
 

• The college traditionally secures additional credits in the last quarter of the academic 
year through part time activity, but this is likely to be curtailed again depending on 
Covid restrictions in place at that point.   

• The college is expecting an outturn position of around 11200 credits, approx. 1350 
short of target.  This is dependent on a short Full-time programme running between 
Mar-Jul and excludes potential Part-time Equine Flexi Learn students that may 
recommence study early summer if restrictions allow.   This shortfall is entirely due to 
the Covid pandemic.   

 
HE 
 

• Post graduate taught target has now been met target, having seen a healthy increase 
over the last couple of years due to expanded provision e.g. MSc Engineering scheme, 
Sustainable Energy Solutions.   

• The Undergraduate target has now been met and exceeded. Although the ESR (Early 
Statistical Return) estimates an outturn position of 389 FTEs, it is not anticipated that 
there will be many additional FTEs to add in the coming months.  Nonetheless a 
positive outcome.       

 
 
2.  Recruitment 2020/21 
 
FE Enrolment (in heads)- all fee status 
 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 
(to date) 

Full time 436 398 451 431 

Part time 1592 1953 1861 1197 

Total 2028 2351 2312 1628 
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Notes:- 

• Further FT numbers are expected with a cohort of Nigg students after Easter.  

• The sector generally is reporting a mixed picture regards FE recruitment with many 
colleges seeing a downturn.   

 
HE Enrolment (in heads)- all fee status 
 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 
(to date) 

Full time 310 261 275 308 

Part time 417 385 419 387 

Total 727 646 694 695 

 
Notes:- 

• Increase in students studying degree programmes FT 

• The increase in HE heads is in line with the sector where a number of colleges are 
reporting an increase in HE recruitment 

 
 
RUK (Rest of UK)  
 
HE Enrolment (Heads) 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 
(to date) 

Full time 8 10 17 18 

Part time 10 6 8 20 

Total 18 16 25 38 

 

• Students predominantly on Post graduate programmes and Professional Golf degree  
 
FE Enrolment (Heads) 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 
(to date) 

Full time 1 0 1 9 

Part time 4 3 1 10 

Total 5 3 2 19 

 

• Students predominantly on SVQs in Health and Social Care 

• Data to be reviewed as UHI report may be inaccurate – significant jump from previous 
years 

 
 
International 
 
HE Enrolment (Heads) 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 
(to date) 

Full time 1 6 4 8 

Part time 4 3 3 8 

Total 5 9 7 16 

 

• Students predominantly on Post graduate programmes, engineering and golf 
programmes  
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FE Enrolment (Heads) 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 
(to date) 

Full time 1 1 0 9 

Part time 1 0 1 9 

Total 2 1 1 18 

 

• Students predominantly on SVQs in Health and Social Care 

• Data to be reviewed as UHI report may be inaccurate – significant jump from previous 
years 

 
 
3.  Applications 2021/22 
 
 FE 
 

• Applications for FE full-time programmes are only 56% of what they were at the same 
time last year. 

• There is anecdotal evidence that school pupils are being encouraged to stay on at 
school rather than progress to college due to the Covid situation and adjustments to 
course delivery.  This is a view shared across the sector.   

• The marketing team have begun a focussed push on all FE course promotion – this 
includes improvements to website content, stylised marketing emails sent to schools 
and employment/training services, further online open days/weeks, enhanced video 
content and increased social media presence.     
 

HE 
 

• Applications for HE full-time programmes are 14% up on the same time last year, but 
this increase is limited to a few courses, not all of which will convert into enrolments 
e.g. PGDE Primary, Golf management, MSc Sustainable Energy Solutions.  There is 
also double counting of HNC and 1st year Equine Degree in the figures. 

• There is a significant decrease in applications from new EU students due to Brexit. 

• Target for next year given to UHI is set at 395 FTEs, showing a modest increase on 
our current achieved position of 380 FTEs.  However, internally, the Director of 
Finance will budget on the basis of 380 FTEs, which is likely to be a more realistic 
position given the current status of applications.   

 
 
Impact of cyber incident on recruitment 
 
The course application process has been significantly affected by the ongoing cyber incident.  
UHI and local teams are working hard to mitigate this but are limited at present without access 
to the student information system SITS.  Contingency plans are being developed.     
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3. Apprenticeship Data 
 

a) Foundation Apprenticeships (FA) – no change to previously reported 
  

2016-18 2018-20 2019-21 2020-22 

Social Services and Healthcare 3 4 13 5 

Social Services Children and Young 
People 

5 8 9 13 

Business Skills 2 year    1 

IT Hardware/Systems Support    1 

Total new starts 8 12 22 20 

 

• From the 2019-21 cohort, 7 successfully achieved, 8 are continuing and 7 left early. 

• Foundation Apprenticeship numbers are slightly down on last year however there has 
been a big increase in the number of FAs wanting to do the fast track option rather 
than the 2-year course. 

 
b) Modern Apprenticeships – changes highlighted in blue 

  
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

to date 

Business and Administration  6 9 3 

Engineering  38 34 35 

Game & Wildlife Management  45 36 27 

Hairdressing 10 8 6 (down 3) 

Hospitality  5 4 9 (up 3) 

Care  52 35 32 (up 9) 

Construction 
 

3 9 

Total 156 129 112 (up 9) 

 
• The college bid for 63 apprenticeship places in 20/21 and to date there are 22 (up 9) 

new starts included in above figures - Engineering (1), Gamekeeping (9), Hairdressing 
(3) and now Care (9).   

• Big downturn in recruitment in engineering, with most not taking new starts on and 
firms have furloughed existing apprentices 

• Hospitality also been hit with 4 withdrawn due to not being able to meet SVQ 
requirements at work due to Covid. 

• Care has seen high dropout rate from previous starts due to ill health, stress, quitting 
jobs and not coping with study and work at same time, particularly under Covid 
environment 
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4.  Business Continuity – Covid Pandemic, EIS Strike and Cyber Incident 
 

a) Cyber Incident 

• Members will be aware through recent Board communications that the University of 
the Highlands and Islands partnership is experiencing an ongoing cyber incident 
which has caused major disruption to our systems and networks across all our 
campuses.  

• College and UHI business continuity plans being implemented 

• This is having variable impact across college departments, however, it is evident 
this is causing difficulties for learning, teaching and assessment, causing further 
disruption, stress for staff and anxiety for students.   

• As mentioned previously the applications process for next year is significantly 
affected, also processes associated with progressing students.   

b) EIS Strike Action 

• EIS are beginning the first of a series of planned strike days, commencing Tuesday 
16th March, regarding a dispute about different job roles in colleges. 

• The college has invoked its business continuity plan and Colleges Scotland 
industrial action checklist to manage the situation. 

• Based on previous experience, it is anticipated that there will be disruption to some 
practical and online classes, primarily in engineering, construction, business and 
computing. 

c) Covid Pandemic    

• Issues presented previously still remain re staff workload, IT, student engagement, 
work placement, lack of guidance from SQA for some courses.  

• Significant ongoing work for teaching staff and the quality team focussing on 
assessment and associated quality assurance.  

• Practical classes have resumed across all campuses within the 5% cap set by 
Scottish Government. 

 
 
A more detailed verbal update on the above will be provided at the committee meeting.   

 
5.  Research – Teaching Staff 
 
The LTR Committee requested a note of any specific research activity carried out by teaching 
staff, other than those staff in ERI, to be reported at each meeting.  Work has restarted on the 
Music Senegal Project.  There is no new activity to report to this meeting.  However, teams 
are actively considering when and how they can engage in more research activity.  
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Hisa update  

Over the past couple of days, I as Hisa rep have done stuff and so have the regional 

Hisa team. 

 

• I have been doing drop-in session on Fridays for students where I have had 

students emailing me asking to have a chat. In this chat that we have it is 

confidential between me and the student and we just talk about how they 

are doing, how their course is and if their mental health is okay and we also 

just have a genuine chat. 

• I am going to be doing motivational videos and photo for students as I know 

how hard working from home is and I want to show them that I understand 

and want to encourage them to keep up everything else. 

• We have a student’s newspaper that will be going out every month the first 

one went out on 12/03/2021 and will always go out on a Friday on the 2nd 

week in the month. 

• The cyber incident that happened caused trouble for some students, but it 

looks like Myday is back and working now.  

 

 

Current Situation 
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